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The paper deals with quadratic vector fields on the Poincaire sphere with center
of the reversible kind. x* = y(1&2x), y* =&x+ay2+bx2. In this case there is a 2-cycle
with hyperbolic vertices at infinity. We show that the cyclicity of this 2-cycle is 2
or 3. The last possibility takes place along some curve in the (a, b) plane.  1999
Academic Press
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT
We know that quadratic field with center must be one of the four types
denoted by QLV3 , Q
H
3 , Q
R
3 , Q4 in [10]. In the present paper we examine
perturbations of some contours appearing in the case QR3 .
The set QR3 consists of the fields invariant under axial symmetry. Using
some special coordinates we can assume that our field has the form
x* = y(1+cx)
y* =&x+ay2+bx2.
When c{0 we can put c=&2 (by rescalling x and y). We introduce a
new variable z= 12&x
z* =&2zy
(1)
y* =ay2+bz2&(b&1)z+(b&2)4.
This system is integrable with the first integral
H=Ha, b(z, y)=|z|a ( y2+lz2+mz+n), (2)
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where l=b(a+2), m=&(b&1)(a+1), n=(b&2)4a, with the integrat-
ing multiplier |z| a&1. If a=0, a=&1, or a=&2, then H contains
logarithmic terms. For the bifurcational diagram see [8]. We shall study
situations 35 from Fig. 1. We denote the above vector field as V0(a, b).
V0(a, b) has a separatrix contour 5 consisting of a part of the line at
infinity, one branch of the hyperbola y2+lz2+mz+n=0 and two saddle
points p1 , p3 . The hyperbolicity ratio of eigenvalues of p1 and p3 are
&(a+2) and &1(a+2), respectively. The contour 5 surrounds the center
x= y=0.
We shall examine the number of large limit cycles appearing after a small
perturbation of the separatrix contour in situations 35. By large cycles we
mean cycles laying in a smal neighborhood of the separatrix contour. The
FIGURE 1
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cases 79 with finite homoclinic connection were investigated in [6]. The
case which we study here is part of the case I 22 in the paper of Dumortier,
Roussarie, and Rousseau [1], where the general program for the proof of
uniform bound for the number of limit cycles in quadratic vector fields was
designed.
A slightly different approach, finite cyclicity in generic k-parameter
families, was developed in [3]. Roussarie also studied the separatrix loop
in [6] and Mourtada studied 2-cycles in [4]. Case 3 from Fig. 1 was
studied in [9] using the method of Abelian integrals. Also, Zegeling and
Shafer [7] studied system (1) and found some regions of the (a, b) plane
with perturbations having 3 limit cycles.
Theorem 1. In situations 35 from Fig. 1 there can appear at most three
large limit cycles for (a, b) lying on an analytic connected curve 1 and at
most two limit cycles for (a, b)  1.
Remark 1. Shafer and Zegeling have shown that the systems (1) from
the triangle with the vertices (&2, 0), (&4, 2), (&32 , 0) can be perturbed to
such with 3 limit cycles (not necessarily large) around x=y=0.
Remark 2. The space of all quadratic fields is 12-dimensional. On this
space the 7-dimensional group of affine orbital equivalence acts (6-param-
eter affine change of coordinates x, y and a change of time). We have two
parameters a and b. Therefore the essential deformation of our system is
3-parametric. We will denote those parameters by =1 , =2 , =3 .
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
2.1. The perturbation
We choose the following perturbation of the system (1):
z* =&2zy+=0
y* =ay2+bz2&(b&1)z+(b&2)4a+=1 y+=2 zy.
In our case z>0. If =j=0, then we have the first integral
H(z, y)=za( y2+lz2+mz+n)
with the integrating multiplier M=za&1.
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2.2. Ablian Integrals
We know that for the system
z* =M&1
H
y
+=P
y* =&M&1
H
z
+=Q
the following exact formula holds
2H== |
#
M(Q dz&P dy)== |
#
M|, (3)
where # is a trajectory of the perturbated field and 2H=H(2(x1))&H(x1),
where 2 is the return map. There holds 2H(h)==I(h)+O(=2), where
I(h)=|
H=h
M|.
In our case the perturbation has the form
z* =M&1
H
y
+=0P0+=1 P1+=2 P2 ,
y* =&M &1
H
z
+=0 Q0+=1Q1+=2Q2 ,
where P0=1, Q1= y, Q2=zy, P1=P2=Q0=0. We obtain
2H(h)=&|
H=h
za&1(=1y dz+=2zy dz&=0 dy)+O( |=|2)
=+0I0++1 I1++2I2+O( |=|2) (4)
where
Ij (h)=|
H=h
za&2+j y dz
+0=(1&a) =0 , +1, 2=&=1, 2 .
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In Section 2.3 we shall prove that I(h) has one of the following expan-
sions with respect to h:
I(h)=$1+$2 h log h+$3h+ } } } ,
I(h)=$1+$2 h log h+$4h2+ } } } ,
or
I(h)=$1+$2 h log h+$4h2 log h+ } } }
The cyclicity of the contour depends on the number of zeroes of I(h)
near h=0. Of course all $i (0, 0, 0)=0. Therefore the cyclicity of our
contour will depend on the smallest i for which rank(d$1 , ..., d$i)=3 (see
Corollary 2 below). We shall prove the following fundamental proposition.
Proposition 1. The points of the region [(a, b): a<&2, 0b<&a]
can be divided into two subsets: a 2-dimensional disconnected region 7 and
a curve 1 with the following properties.
(i) (a, b) # 7 iff either I(0){0 or I$(0)=, or I$(0){0, , for
+{(0, 0, 0).
(ii) (a, b) # 1 iff there exists +{(0, 0, 0) such that I(0)=0 and
I$(0)=0.
(iii) if (a, b) # 1, a{&3 and +{(0, 0, 0) is such that I(0)=I$(0)=0,
then either I"(0)= for a&3 or I"(0){0 for a # (&3, &2).
(iv) if (a, b) # 1, a=&3, +{(0, 0, 0), I(0)=I$(0)=0 then (a)
I$(0){0.
(v) 1 is a smooth connected nowhere vertical curve passing through
the points (&2, 0), (&4, 2) (see Fig. 1).
Remark 3. From the proof of Proposition 1, which we put off to
Section 2.4, it follows that
I"(h)tlog h for a=&3,
I"(h)th&(a+3)(a+2) for a<&3.
Remark 4. Another formulation of the points (i), (ii), and (iii) is the
following: The linear functions $1 , $2 , $3 are independent in the case
(a, b) # 7 and dependent in the case (a, b)  7. In the case (a, b) # 1 the
coefficients $1 , $2 , $4 are independent.
Unfortunately, the linear approximation of 2H by Abelian integrals is
not sufficient to study limit cycles. Usually it is good in a region outside
singular points. Near separatrix contours the first integral and Abelian
integrals have singularities and additional analysis is needed. In the case of
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saddle loop this analysis was performed by Roussarie in [5]. In our case
this analysis is given in the next section.
2.3. Reduction to the Problem of Zeroes of Abelian Integrals
We investigate the contour with two vertices of the saddle type. The
return map 2(x) for the perturbated system is a composition of four maps:
two correspondence Dulac maps (see Fig. 2)
x1 [ x2 and x3 [ x4
and two regular transition maps
x2 [ x3 and x4 [ x1 .
Let r1 , r3 denote the hyperbolicity ratios of eigenvalues at the vertices of
our contour. Of course ri=ri (=), where ==(=1 , =2 , =3) is a parameter of the
perturbation. As our system is reversible for ==0, there holds r1(0)=
1r3(0). One can easily check that ri (0)=1 iff a=&3. We denote
|(x, r)={
xr&1&1
r&1
,
log x,
r{1
r=1
|(x)=|(x, r1r3)
|i (x)=|(x, ri), i=1, 3.
The expressions for the return map 2(x) depend on the values of param-
eters a and b. We divide the problem into four cases:
FIGURE 2
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(1) a{&3, (a, b)  1 ;
(2) a=&3, (a, b)  1 ;
(3) a{&3, (a, b) # 1 ;
(4) a=&3, (a, b) # 1.
Before detailed study of the above cases we prove some general results
concerning differentiability properties of the correspondence maps near
hyperbolic saddles.
Let us consider the local analytic family of analytic vector fields X= ,
= # (Rm, 0) such that X= has hyperbolic saddle point with hyperbolicity
ratio of eigenvalues r=r= . We can assume that r01. By the analytic version
of the HadamardPerron theorem the separatrices depend analytically on =.
Therefore we can assume that
x* =x
(5)
y* =&ry(1+.(x, y; =))
where . is analytic. In [2], Corollary from Proposition 2, it was proved
that there is an analytic orbital change of variables transforming (5) to the
case when
.=xny(x, y; =)),
where n is an integer satisfying nr0 and  is analytic in some neighbour-
hood of (0, 0; 0) # C2_Cm. (In [2], Proposition 2 concerns an individual
vector field, but the statement also holds for families.)
Let us treat r as a parameter independent of =. Denote =0=r&r0 and let
==(=0 , =1 , ..., =m) be a new parameter. Consider the correspondence map
6=6(x; =)
6( } ; =): [ y= y0 , x>0]  [x=x0 , y>0],
where x0 , y0 are some small constants.
Lemma 1. If x>0 is small and fixed, then the map
= [ 6(x, =)
is analytic in some domain
[ |=i |<*, i=0, 1, 2, ..., m]
in Cm+1, where * is a small constant. This means that the estimates which
hold for 6, e.g., 6<const } xr or 6&Cxr=O(xr+:), hold also for its
derivatives with respect to =i .
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Remark 5. In the case r0=1 the properties of 6 were studied in [5].
In the general case under some conditions (some resonant term does not
vanish), they were investigated in [3]. In our case we start from the
integrable situation and we cannot apply directly the results of [3].
Proof. For any solution y(x; =) of the equation (5)
dy
dx
=&r
y
x
(1+xny(x, y; =))
we introduce the function z(x; =) by the formula
z=xry.
It satisfies the equation
dz
dx
=&rxn&1z(x, x&nz; =). (6)
We study the analytic properties of solutions of this equation in the
domain
U=[0<x<x1 , |z|< y1 xr, |= i |<*]
in R_C_Cm+1, where x1>x0 , y1> y0 are some small constants. We put
the initial conditions (x~ , z~ ) for (6) along the curve
4=[(z, x): z= y0xr],
where x~ , z~ are real (see Fig. 3). Denote by z(x, z~ ; =) the solutions of (6) with
the above initial conditions. Here x is real and positive but z can be
complex (if = is complex).
The analyticity of the (local) solutions z(x, z~ ; =) with respect to = follows
from the analyticity of the right-hand side of (6) and from the theorem
about the analytic dependence of solutions of ODE’s with respect to
parameters. In order to estimate the domain of definiteness and analyticity
of the solutions of (6) we note that we have the following inequality
} dzdx }<const } |z|
in the domain U, where the constant is uniform in U. (Note that the division
by x in dydx is compensated by xny(x, y; =).) Now it is easy to see that
we have the following upper bound:
|z(x, z~ ; =)|<const } |z~ |.
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FIGURE 3
This shows that the global solutions do not escape from the domain U
(they can go out of U through its boundaries |z|= y1 xr and x=x1), and
proves their analyticity in U. In fact, the above follows also from the fact
that the vector field from (5), expressed in the coordinates (x, z), is trans-
versal to the curves 4, z= y1xr and x=x1 .
Now the correspondence map 6 is given by the two equations
z(x, z~ ; =)= y0xr
(7)
z(x0 , z~ ; =)= yxr0
We solve the first equation in (7) with respect to z~ and substituting it to
the second equation we find y=6(x, =). Both operations are realized in the
geometric way presented at Fig. 3. Of course, they preserve the analyticity
properties. This proves the first part of Lemma 1.
The estimates for derivatives, from the second part of Lemma 1, follow
from the Cauchy formula
f
=i
=
1
2?i |‘|=*2 ( f | =i=‘)
d‘
(‘&=i)2
applied to |=i |<*4. K
Corollary 1. If r0>1, then the asymptotic expansion (in x0) of 6
is the following
6(x; =)=cxr(1+dx+O(x1+:)),
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where c=c(x0 , y0) does not depend on =, d depends on = analytically and the
term O(x1+:), :>0 is differentiable in = (its derivatives are also estimated
as O(x1+:)).
The inverse map 6&1( y; =) has the form
6&1( y; =)=c~ y1r [1+d y1r+O( y(1r)+:)].
If r0=1 then we have
6(x; =)=cxr(1+O(x:)).
Above : means some fixed positive constant (not depending on parameters).
Proof. We use the theory of normal forms. For each fixed value of
parameters = we get some normal form, which is formal and Ck for large
k (see [3]). From it we get the expansion of the correspondence map and
using Lemma 1 we will be sure that the first few terms of these expansions
are uniform with respect to the parameters.
The formal (and Ck) normal forms are of two types: Either
x~* =x~
(8)
y~* =&ry~
when r is irrational or r is rational but there are no resonant terms, or
x~* =x~ (1+ax~ py~ q)
(9)
y~* =&ry~ (1+bx~ py~ q)
where a{b, p, q are positive integers and pq=r. Above x~ , y~ are expanded
into the asymptotic Taylor series with respect to x, y.
For the system (8) the Dulac correspondence map has the form
x~ [ const } x~ r.
The system (9) has first integral
F= y~ x~ r[1&const1 x~ py~ q(log x~ &const2 log x~ py~ q)]&1q
= y~ x~ r[1+O(x~ 2y~ (log x~ +log y~ ))] (10)
if r0>1 and
F= y~ x~ r[1+O(x~ y~ (log x~ +log y~ ))]
if r0=1.
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Now, in the coordinates x~ , y~ , we obtain from (10) the following formula
for y~ =6(x~ ),
y~ x~ r0(1+O( y~ log y~ ))=x~
ry~ r0(1+O(x~
2 log x~ ))
for r0>1 and we have
y~ =const } x~ r[1+O(x~ 1+:)].
Therefore in the coordinates (x, y) we obtain
y(x)=cxr(1+dx+O(x1+:))
and the corresponding formula for the inverse map. In the same way we get
the formula for 6(x) in the case r0=1. K
Cases 1 and 3. In this case ri {1. Therefore we have the following
expansions for the correspondence maps (see [2])
x1 [ x2=c1xr11 [1+O(x
:
1)],
x2 [ x3=c2x2+O(x22),
x3 [ x4=c3xr33 [1+O(x
:
3)],
x4 [ x1=d+c4x4+O(x24),
where ci , d are some constants depending on = and :>0 is some constant
not depending on =. Composing these four maps we obtain
2(x)=d+cxr1 r3 [1+O(x:)].
Let us denote d=$1 , r1 r3=1+$2 , c=1+$3 . We have
2(x)&x=$1+$2x|(x)+$3x+ f (x, =),
where f =O(x1+:) as x  0 and f is differentiable in = (see Lemma 1). The
coefficients $1 , $2 , $3 are functions of =. Later we will show that for every
(a, b) from the considered region (=1 , =2 , =3) [ ($1 , $2 , $3) is a local dif-
feomorphism (see Proposition 1). In the case of center we have =1==2=
=3=0, or equivalently $1=$2=$3=0. Of course f |$i=0 #0 and by elemen-
tary fact from analysis (Hadamard’s lemma) and by Lemma 1 we have
f =$1 f1+$2 f2+$3 f3 .
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Therefore we obtain
2(x)&x=$1[1+ } } } ]+$2[x|(x)+ } } } ]+$3[x+ } } } ].
This function has at most two small zeroes.
Remark 6. The first three leading coefficients of the expansion of
2(x)&x generate the so-called Bautin ideal, which is radical in this case.
Case 3. Like in the previous case ri {1 but (a, b) # 1. Assume that
r1>1. Therefore we have the following expansions for the correspondence
maps (see Corollary 1)
x1 [ x2=c1xr11 [1+d1x1+O(x
1+:
1 )],
x2 [ x3=c2x2+d2x22+O(x
3
2),
x3 [ x4=c3xr33 [1+d3x
r3
3
+O(x1+:3 )],
x4 [ x1=d+c4 x4+d4x24+O(x
3
4),
where ci , di , d are some constants depending on = and :>0 is some
constant not depending on =. Composing these four maps we obtain
2(x)=d+cxr1r3+exr1r3+1+ fx2r1r3+O(x2+:).
Let us denote d=$1 , r1 r3&1=$2 , c&1=$3 , e+ f=$4 . We have
2(x)&x=$1+$2[x|(x)+ } } } ]+$3x+$4 x2+ g(x, =),
where g=O(x2+:) as x  0 and g is differentiable in = (see Lemma 1). The
coefficients $1 , $2 , $3 , $4 are functions of =. From Proposition 1 (ii) it
follows that if (a, b) # 1, then (=1 , =2 , =3) [ ($1 , $2 , $4) is a local diffeomor-
phism. (The functions $1 , $2 , $3 are not independent in linear approximation.)
In the case of center we have =1==2==3=0, or equivalently $1=$2=$4=0.
The coefficient $3 can be expressed as $3 |$1=$2=0=$4 ’(a, b, =), where ’ is
such a function of parameters a, b, =i that (’a, ’b){0 and ’| ==0=0
is the equation for the curve 1. It follows from the fact that the derivative
of the corresponding Abelian integral with respect to a is nonzero at 1 (see
Proposition (1)(iv)).
Of course g|$i=0 #0 and by Hadamard lemma we have
g=$1 g1+$2 g2+$4 g4 .
Therefore we obtain
2(x)&x=$1[1+ } } } ]+$2[x|(x)+ } } } ]+$4’[x+ } } } ]+$4[x2+ } } } ].
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From this expression and from the analysis in Case 1 it follows that passing
through 1 means bifurcation through a point corresponding to a system
with the contour of multiplicity 3.
If r1<1, then the expansion of the return map is of the form
2(x)&x=$1 [1+ } } } ]+$2[x|(x)+ } } } ]+$3x+$4[x1+r1+ } } } ].
Case 4. Here ri (0)=1 and (a, b) # 1. This case needs more care than
the others. The first three terms of the expansion for 2 are the same as in
Case 2
2(x)=d+cxr1r3+exr1r3+1+ fx2r1r3+O(x2+:)
=x+$1+$2[x|(x)+ } } } ]+$4 ’x+$4x2+ } } } ,
where $1 , $2 , $4 are such functions of parameters that $1=$2=$4=0
defines the center and ’|$i=0 defines the curve 1 in the (a, b) plane near the
point (a0 , b0)=1 & [a=&3]. The further terms can be calculated under
the assumption that $1=0, $2=0 (i.e., r1r3=1) and ’=0 (along 1 ), but
$4 {0.
Let & be such a parameter that (’, &)|$i=0 , forms a coordinate system
near (a0 , b0). Because 1 is not a vertical curve (see Proposition 1(v)) we
can take & as r1&1tconst } (r3&1)tconst } (a+3).
We use the results from the case 2. There we have distinguished one term
of order x1+: : x2 if r1>1 and x1+r1 if r1<1. Now assume that &{0 (i.e.,
r{1) and take into account all the terms of order xt2. They are
xr1 r3+1, x2r1r3, xr1r3+r1
(or x2 and x2+&, because r1r3=1). Of course the coefficients before them
are divisible by $4 . So, the considered part is of the form
$4 x2[(a(&)+O($4)) x&+b(&)+O($4)].
We look at the asymptotic of this expression as &  0. From Case 2 we
have
a(&)>0 for &<0, b(&)>0 for &>0.
Moreover from Proposition 1(iv) it follows that the corresponding Abelian
integral contains logarithm.
Thus we get the behavior
tA$4x2|1(x), A>0.
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Hence
2(x)&x=$1[1+ } } } ]+$2[x|(x)+ } } } ]
+$4’[x+ } } } ]+$4[Ax2|1(x)+ } } } ]
and as in Case 2 we get the cyclicity 3.
2.4. Proof of Proposition 1
We need to calculate the coefficients before +i in the linear functions
$1(+), $2(+), $3(+). For this we should calculate some definite integrals. We
shall need some changes of parameters. As
2=m2&4ln=
(a+b)(a&b+2)
a(a+1)2 (a+2)
>0
by the proper change of z, y, t we can obtain
H(z, y)=za( y2&z2+(cz+1)2), &1<c<1
in case 3 from Fig. 1, and
H(z, y)=za( y2+z2&(cz&1)2), c>1
in case 5 from Fig. 1, with
c=(b&1)  a(a+2)(a+b)(a+2&b)=(b&1) 
(a+1)2&1
(a+1)2&(b&1)2
.
Case 4 from Fig. 1 will be investigated later. The change of coordinates
(a, b) [ (a, c) is a diffeomorphism.
Now let us calculate the values of the integrals Ij (0). In case 3 from
Fig. 1 we obtain
I j (0)=|
H=0
za&2+ jy dz=2 |

z0
za&2+ j - z2&(cz+1)2 dz
=2 |
1&c
0
t&a&1& j - 1&(t+c)2 dt=2 |
1
c
(u&c)&a&1& j - 1&u2 du
=2 |
?2
%
(sin .&sin %)&a&1& j cos2 . d.,
where z0=1(1&c), z=1t, t=u&c, u=sin ., c=sin %.
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Similarily in case 5 from Fig. 1 we have
Ij (0)=|
H=0
za&2+ jy dz=2 |

z0
za&2+ j - (cz&1)2&z2 dz
=2 |
c&1
0
t&a&1& j - (t&c)2&1 dt=2 |
c
1
(c&v)&a&1& j - v2&1 dv
=2 |
%
0
(cosh %&cosh .)&a&1& j sinh2 . d.,
where z0=1(c&1), z=1t, t=c&v, v=cosh ., c=cosh %.
Let us now calculate I$j (h). There holds y=- hz&a\z2(cz\1)2, so
dydh=12zay. Therefore,
I$j (h)=
1
2 |H=h
z j&2 dz
y
It is easy to see that I$0, 1(h)  I$0, 1(0)<, I$2(h)  . We want
(dIdh)|h=0 to be finite, so there must be +2=0.
The integrals I0, 1(0) can be calculated explicitely. In case 3 from Fig. 1
we have
I$0(0)=|
?2
%
(sin .&sin %) d.=cos %&(?2&%) sin %
I$1(0)=|
?2
%
d.=?2&%.
Similarily, in case 5 from Fig. 1 we have
I$0(0)=|
%
0
(cosh %&cosh .) d.=% cosh %&sinh %
I$1(0)=|
%
0
d.=%.
For (a, c) # 1 the equation I(0)=I$(0) has nonzero solution, which means
that
+0I0(0)++1I1(0)=0
+0I$0(0)++1 I$1(0)=0
for (+0 , +1){(0, 0).
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We obtain the following formula for 1 :
I0(0) I$1(0)&I1(0) I$0(0)=0.
This gives us
01(a, %)=|
?2
%
(sin .&sin %)&a&2 cos2 .[(?2&%) sin .&cos %] d.=0
in case 3 from Fig. 1 and
02(a, %)=|
%
0
(cosh %&cosh .)&a&2 sinh2 .[sinh %+% cosh .] d.=0
in case 5 from Fig. 1.
Lemma 2. We have
(a) 01(a, &?2)>0 for a<&2
(b) 01(a, ?2&)r&D(a+4) &2a+2, D>0 as   0 for a<&2,
(c) 01(&2, %)<0 for % # (&?2, ?2)
(d) (01a)|01=0<0,
(e) 02(a, %)r&D(a+4) %&2a+2, D>0 as %  0,
(f ) 02(a, %)r&E%e(1&a)%<0, E>0 as %  ,
( g) (02 a)|02=0<0,
(h) 01(a, %)>0 and 02(a, %)>0 as a  &.
Proof. (a) The function cos2 . sin . is odd and (sin .+1)&a&2 is an
increasing positive function. Therefore
01(a, &?2)=? |
?2
&?2
(sin .+1)&a&2 cos2 . sin . d.>0.
(b) We denote .=?2&, s=()2. We obtain:
01(a, ?2&)r|

0
((2&2)2)&a&2 2(26&22) d
=const } &2a&2 |
1
0
(1&s)&a&2 s12(1&3s) ds
=const }
1(&a&1) - ? (a+4)
1(12&a)(1&2a)
&2a+2.
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Here we have used the Euler formula 10 s
:&1(1&s);&1 ds=1(:) 1(;)
1(:+;).
(c)
01(&2, %)=|
?2
%
cos2 .[(?2&%) sin .&cos %)] d.
= 13 (?2&%) cos
3 %& 12 (?2&%) cos %+
1
4 cos % sin 2%=F(%) cos %.
It is easy to see that F(?2)=0. We have
F(%)= 13 (?2&%) cos
2 %& 12 (?2&%)+
1
4 sin 2%
F $(%)=&13cos
2 %+ 12&
1
3 (?2&%) sin 2%+
1
2 cos 2%
= 23 cos %[cos %&(?2&%) sin %].
It is now easy to see that F $(%)>0 for % # (&?2, ?2). Indeed,
[cos %&(?2&%) sin %]$=(%&?2) cos %<0 for % # (&?2, ?2)
(cos ?2+(?2&?2) sin ?2)=0.
Therefore [cos %+(%&?2) sin %]$>0 for % # (&?2, ?2) and as cos %>0,
our statement is true.
From the above it follows that F is an increasing function in (&?2, ?2).
As F(?2)=0, we have F<0 and point (c) of our Lemma is true.
(d) The idea is the following. The subintegral function of 01 is a
product of the positive function f1=(sin .&sin %)&a&2 cos2 . and of the
function f2=(?2&%) sin .&cos %. It is easy to see that the equation
f2=0 has a unique solution in the interval (%, ?2). We denote this solution
by .
*
. When a grows, f1 behaves in such way that its ‘‘left part’’ in (%, .*)
decreases more slowly than the ‘‘right part’’ in (.
*
; ?2). The formal proof
is following.
We have
01
a
=&|
?2
%
f1(.) f2(.) ln(sin .&sin %) d..
Now, if 01=0, then we can estimate the expression (01 a)+K01 ,
which is equal to
|
?2
%
f1(.) f2(.)(K&ln(sin .&sin %)) d..
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We choose K=ln(sin .
*
+sin %). The function f2 is increasing, the function
K&ln(sin .&sin %) is decreasing. As these functions both have zero in .
*
,
then f2(.)(K+ln(sin .+sin %))0.
(e) We apply arguments similar to the ones used in the proof of
point (b)
02(a, %)r|
%
0
((%2&.2)2)&a&2 .2%(%26&.22) d.
=const }
1(&a&1) - ? (a+4)
1(12&a)(1&2a)
%&2a+2.
(f ) We have %   and cosh %r 12e%. Let d=e%, s=e.. We obtain
02(a, %)rconst |
d
1
(d&s)&a&2 s(d&s ln d ) dsr&Ed 1&a ln d
E>0.
( g) We repeat the arguments from the proof of point (d). We have
f1=(cosh %&cosh .)&a&2 sinh2 .>0
f2=(sinh %&% cosh .), f2(.*)=0
02(a, %)=|
%
0
f1 f2 d.
02
a
=&|
%
0
f1 f2 ln(sinh %&cosh .) d.
02
a
+K02=|
%
0
f1 f2(K&ln(sh%&ch.)) d.=|
%
0
f1 f2 f3 d..
Here f3=K&ln(sh%&ch.) and we choose K so that f3(.*)=0. The func-
tion f2 is decreasing and the function f3 is increasing. They have a common
zero in .
*
. Thus f2 f30.
(h) Applying the change of coordinates t=sin ., we obtain
01(a, c)=(?2&%) |
1
c
(t&c)A - 1&t2 (t&d ) dt,
where A=&a&2, sin %=c, and by d we denote the unique solution of the
equation (?2&%) t&cos %=0. We express 01 in the form of the sum of
two integrals:
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01(a, c)=(?2&%) _|
d
c
(t&c)A - 1&t2 (t&d) dt
+|
1
d
(t&c)A - 1&t2 (t&d ) dt&
=(?2&%)(J1+J2).
It is enough to prove that J1+J2>0 for A sufficiently large. We have
J1=|
d
c
(t&c)A - 1&t2 (t&d ) dt>|
d
c
(t&c)A (t&d) dtt&K(d&c)A+2
K>0.
Similarily,
J2=|
1
d
(t&c)A - 1&t2 (t&d ) dt>|
1&=
d
(t&c)A - 1&t2 (t&d ) dt
>- 1&(1&=)2 |
1&=
d
(t&c)A (t&d) dtt- 2=&=2 (1&c&=)A+2.
We can choose = in such a way that 1&c&=>d&c. As = does not depend
on A, we obtain J1+J2>0 for A=&a&2 large enough.
Analogously we obtain the inequality 02(a, %)>0 as a  &.
This ends the proof of Lemma 2. K
Now the properties (i), (ii), (iv) from Proposition 1 in cases 3, 5 from
Fig. 1 follow from the Implicit Function Theorem applied to the equation
01, 2=0.
To check the property (iii) we have to calculate I"(0). We have
y
h
=
1
2zay
, I$(h)=+0I$0(h)++1 I$1(h).
So, from I$(0)=0 we obtain
I$(h)=const } \I$1(h)&I$1(0)I$0(0) I$0(h)+=const } (I$1(h)&BI$0(h)),
B=
(?2&%)
cos %&(?2&%) sin %
.
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We can assume that const=1. We have to investigate
I$(h)=|
H=h
(z&B) dz
z2y
(11)
I"(h)=const |
H=h
(z&B) z&a&2 dz
y3
.
Unfortunately formula (11) is not valid, as the function 1y3 has a singularity
of a non-integrable type.
Lemma 3. (a) For a&3 there holds I"(0)=.
(b) For &3<a<&2 , I"(0) is a finite number and I"(0){0.
Proof. We shall consider (z, y) as elements of C2. As our variables all
lie in the set Re(z)>z0>0, the function H(z, y) is analytic and the subin-
tegral form is meromorphic. Therefore we can integrate | along any cycle
# homological to [H=h, Im(z)=0, Im( y)=0] laying on a Riemann surface
H=h. We choose # (depending on values of c) so that it does not contain
the solutions (z1>0, z2>0) of the equation [H(z, 0)=h]. The path # can
be defined as the locally unique lift to the Riemann surface of the function
y(z) of a loop in the z-plane surrounding the points (z1 , z2). Therefore we
can use formula (11).
(a) We remember that y=- hz&a\z2(cz\1)2, therefore for small
h we have
z1  z0 , z2 th1(a+2), yth1(a+2).
Therefore,
|
H=h
z:y ; dzth(:+;+1)(a+2), if :+;>&1,
|
H=h
z:y; dztln h, if :+;=1,
and
|
H=h
z:y ; dz
is finite otherwise. From this and from (11) we get
I"(h)th&(a+3)(a+2)  
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for a>&3 and
I"(h)t|
h&1
z0
dt
t
t&ln h  
for a=&3.
(b) The analysis of the previous case shows that I"(0)<. We have
to show that it is non-zero. From H=0 we obtain y2=z2&(cz+1)2 and
therefore dy=((1&c2) z&c) dz. From this and from (11) we get
I"(0)=&
1
2 |H=0 (z&B) z
&a&2 dz
y3
=&
1
2 |H=0
(z&B) z&a&2 dy
[(1&c2) z&c] y2
.
Integrating it by parts we obtain
I"(0)=&
1
2 |H=0 _
(z&B) z&a&2
(1&c2) z&c &
$ dz
y
=const |

z0 _z
: z&B
z&D&
$ dz
- z2&(cz+1)2
,
(2.10)
:=&a&2, : # (0, 1), z0=
1
1&c
,
B=
(?2&%)
cos %&(?2&%) sin %
, D=
c
1&c2
.
One can see that D<z0<B. The first inequality is straightforward as
&1<c<1, the second one follows from I$(0)=0. Indeed, if there were
z0>B, then the subintegral function in I$(0) would have been always
positive.
We shall prove that [z:(z&B)(z&D)]$>0 for zz0 . Indeed,
_z: z&Bz&D&
$
=z:&1
:z2&[(:&1)B+(:+1)D] z+BD:
(z&D)2
.
Of course the sign of this expression depends on the sign of f (z)=:z2&
[(:&1)B+(:+1)D] z+BD:. We have
f $(z)=2:z&(:&1)B&(:+1)D, f $(D)=(1&:)(B&D)0.
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Now, as D<z0 and f is a quadratic polynomial with positive coefficent at
z2, it is enough to prove that f (z0)0. We have
f (z0)=:(z0&B)(z0&D)+(B&D) z0(z0&B)(z0&D)+(B&D) z0
=z20&2Dz0+BD=
Bc+1
1&c2
.
So it remains to check the sign of the expression Bc+1 (we remember that
c=sin % ). We have
Bc+1=
(?2&%) sin %
cos %&(?2&%) sin %
+1=
cos %
cos %&(?2&%) sin %
0
for % # (&?2, ?2).
From the above it follows that the subintegral function in (12) is positive
and therefore I"(0)>0. This ends the proof of Lemma 3. K
From Lemma 3 the property (iii) of set 1 follows immediately. This ends
the proof of Proposition 1 in the cases 3, 5 from Fig. 1.
It remains to investigate case 4 from Fig. 1, i.e., when b=2. In this situa-
tion the coefficient n=0 in the formula (2) for the first integral and we can
choose the coordinates in such a way that
H(z, y)=za( y2&z2+z).
We obtain
I j (0)=|
H=0
za&2+j y dz=2 |

1
za&32+j - z&1 dz
=2 |
1
0
t&a& j&1 (1&t)12 dt=
1(&a& j ) - ?
1(&a& j+32)
.
Therefore I1 I0 =(2a&1)(2a+2). In this case we can calculate the
integrals explicitly, I$0(0)= 43 , I$1(0)=2. From this we obtain
I0(0) I$1(0)&I1(0) I$0(0)=0 
a+4
2a+2
=0.
From the above it follows that 1 cannot intersect the half-line [b=2,
a&2] in any point different from (&4, 2). To complete the proof of
Proposition 1 we must analyze the situation near the point (&4, 2). The
connectedness of 1 would follow then from the asymptotic properties of
01, 2 near b=2 proved in points (b), (e) of Lemma 2.
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The point (&4, 2) is the point of intersection of two strata of the center
manifold: QR3 and Q4 (see [9]). Therefore formula (4) is not valid, as the
perturbation in the direction of Q4 gives us zero value of the Poincaire 
Mielnikov integral. From [9] we know that the systems Q4 have the
following form:
Z4 =iZ+2Z2+|Z| 2+ei!Z 2
=iZ+2Z2+|Z| 2+(1+i!) Z 2+O(!2), Z # C.
In the real coordinates (z, y), Z=&y+i( 12+z) we obtain
z* =&2zy+!( y2&(z& 12)
2)
y* =&z&4y2+2z2&!(1&2z) y.
So from (3) we find
2H=! |
1
za&1 [( y2&(z& 12)
2) dy+(1&2z) y dz].
Integrating by parts we get
2H=! |
H=h
za&2 \a&14 y+(1&a) zy+(a&1) z2y&
a&1
3
y3+ dz+ } } }
=(a&1) ! \14 I0&I1+I2&
1
3
I 3++ } } } , (2.11)
where
I 3=|
H=h
za&2y3 dz.
Here H=Ha, b from (2). Let $=b&2, \=a+4.
Lemma 4. The following identities hold :
(*) &I1+2I2&
2
3
I 3=$ \12 I1&I2+&
\
3
I 3+O( |$, \|2)
(**) I0&2I1=$ \&I1+14 I&1)+
\
3
J2+O( |$, \|2)
J2=|
1
za&3y3 dz.
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Proof. From the formula (1) it follows that
&2zy dy=\ay2+bz2&(b&1)z+b&24 + dz
along Ha, b(x, y)=h. Applying this formula we get
bI2=|
H=h
za&2ybz2 dz
=|
H=h
za&2y _(b&1)z&ay2&b&24 & dz&2 |H=h za&1y2 dy
=&
b&2
4
I0+(b&1) I1&
a+2
3
I 3 .
So,
b&2
4
I0+(1&b) I1+bI2+
a+2
3
I 3=0.
Similarily we obtain
(1&b) I0+bI1+
b&2
4
I&1+
a+4
3
J2=0.
As $=b&2  0 and \=a+4  0, we obtain
&I1+2I2& 23I 3+$(
1
4I0&I1+I2)+\
1
3I 3+O( |$, \|
2)=0
&I0+2I1+$(&I0+I1+ 116I&1)+\
1
4J2+O( |$, \|
2)=0.
Therefore,
I0=2I1+O( |$, \| ), I1=2I2& 23I 3+O( |$, \|
2).
Using the above we easily obtain (*) and (**). This ends the proof of
Lemma 4. K
Remark 7. Notice that for a=&4, b=2 we get
I0=2I1 , I1=2I2& 23I 3 .
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Therefore the space of integrals Ii , i=0, 1, 2, 3 is only two-dimensional.
This is the reason why we must use the second order integrals. We choose
I1 , I2 as the basis of the space of first order integrals.
From (13) and (*), (**) we get for the perturbation in the direction of
Q4 ,
2H=
(a&1)!
4 _(I0&2I1)+2 \&I1+2I2&
2
3
I 3+&+ } } }
=&
5!
4 _$ \
1
4
I&1+&2I2)+\ \I1&2I2+13 J2+& .
From the above we obtain that for the general perturbation of the system
(1) there holds
2H=J(h)==1I1+=2I2+=3I&1+=4J2 ,
where =i are the new parameters, depending in linear and quadratic ways
on the parameters of the perturbation. Now it remains to prove the following.
Lemma 5. There exist =i , i=1, 2, 3, 4 different from (0, 0, 0, 0) such that
J(0)=J$(0)=0 and J"(0){0.
Proof. As h  0, we have
d
dh
I1=
1
2 |H=h
dz
zy
 I$1(0)
d
dh
I2=
1
2 |H=h
dz
y
t&ln h  
d
dh
I&1=
1
2 |H=h
dz
z3y
 I$&1(0)
d
dh
J2=
3
2 |H=h
y dz
z3
 J$2(0).
Therefore if J$(0)=0, then =2=0. Using the asymptotics
|
H=h
z:y; dzth(:+;+1)(a+2), :+;>&1, a=&4
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(see Lemma 4), we obtain
d 2
dh2
I1=&
1
4 |H=h
z3
y3
dzth12
d 2
dh2
I&1=&
1
4 |H=h
z dz
y3
 I"&1(0)
d 2
dh2
J2=&
3
4 |H=h
z dz
y
th&12.
Also we have (as y2=z2&z)
J"2&3I"1=
3
4 |H=h
z3& y2z
y3
dz=
3
4 |H=h
z2 dz
y3
tln h.
Therefore if J(0)=J$(0)=J"(0)=0, then =2=0, =1=3=4 , =4=0 and then
also =3=0. K
The proof of Proposition 1 is now complete. K
2.5.
Corollary 2. For (a, b) # 7 our contour has the cyclicity two, for
(a, b) # 1 our contour has the cyclity three.
Proof. We use the representation from Section 2.1. Assume for definite-
ness that $1 , $2 , $3 are independent (i.e., (a, b) # 7) and that a<&3. Then
we can write
2(x)&x=$1 f1(x, $)+$2 f2(x, $)+$3 f3(x, $),
where f1(x)=1+o(1), f2(x)=x|2(x)[1+o(1)], f3(x)=x[1+o(1)]. We
may assume that not all $i=0 (in this case we would have a center). We
estimate the number of zeroes of
21(x)=
2(x)&x
f1(x)
using the Rolle principle. We have
2$1=$2 g2(x, $)+$3 g3(x, $),
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where g2(x)=|(x)+ } } } , g3(x)=1+o(1). The zeroes of 2$(x) are the
same as the zeroes of 21 g2=22 . Now
2$2=$3h3(x, $),
where h3 {0. We see that 2$1 has at most one zero and 21 at most two
zeroes (we have assumed that we do not deal with the center case, when
2$1#0). Analogously we treat the cases a=&3 and &3<a<&2.
If (a, b) # 1 and a<&3 then we also consider the perturbations in the
directions transversal to 1 in QR3 and in directions transversal to Q
R
3 . We
have the representation
2(x)&x=$1 f1(x, $)+$2 f2(x, $)+$3 f3(x, $)+$4 f4(x, $),
where $3=$4 ’ and ’ is a parameter transversal to 1 (in QR3 ). Applying the
above derivation-division algorithm we obtain that 2(x)&x has at most
three zeroes.
In order to produce exactly 3 zeroes we act as follows. Choose $4>0
small. If $1=$2=0 (at 1 ) then x=0 is a zero of multiplicity 3 for 2&id,
with positive sign of (2&id )$$$ (x) as x  0. Now we choose this side of 1
(e.g., 71) for which $3<0. Then after such perturbation we get one zero
x1 {0. The further perturbation of $1 , $2 produces additional two zeroes
x2 , x3<<x1 .
Other cases are treated similarily. K
From Corollary 2 it follows immediately that Theorem 1 is true.
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